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ABSTRACT
Astrocombs are ideal spectrograph calibrators whose limiting precision can be derived
using a second, independent, astrocomb system. We therefore analyse data from two
astrocombs (one 18GHz and one 25GHz) used simultaneously on the HARPS spectro-
graph at the European Southern Observatory. The first aim of this paper is to quantify
the wavelength repeatability achieved by a particular astrocomb. The second aim is to
measure wavelength calibration consistency between independent astrocombs, that is
to place limits or measure any possible zero-point offsets. We present three main find-
ings, each with important implications for exoplanet detection, varying fundamental
constant and redshift drift measurements. Firstly, wavelength calibration procedures
are important: using multiple segmented polynomials within one echelle order results
in significantly better wavelength calibration compared to using a single higher-order
polynomial. Segmented polynomials should be used in all applications aimed at pre-
cise spectral line position measurements. Secondly, we found that changing astrocombs
causes significant zero-point offsets (≈ 60 cm s−1 in our raw data) which were removed.
Thirdly, astrocombs achieve a precision of . 4 cm s−1 in a single exposure (≈ 10%
above the measured photon-limited precision) and 1 cm s−1 when time-averaged over
a few hours, confirming previous results. Astrocombs therefore provide the technolog-
ical requirements necessary for detecting Earth-Sun analogues, measuring variations
of fundamental constants and the redshift drift.
Key words: instrumentation: spectrographs – instrumentation: detectors – tech-
niques: spectroscopic – techniques: radial velocities – cosmology: cosmological param-
eters – cosmology: dark energy
1 INTRODUCTION
Measuring spectroscopic velocity shifts (∆λ/λ) in high res-
olution astronomical spectra is a powerful and widely used
tool in a range of astronomical disciplines. It is used to de-
tect planets outside of the Solar System (Mayor & Queloz
1995; Anglada-Escude´ et al. 2016), look for variation in the
values of fundamental constants (e.g. the fine strucure con-
stant, α, Dzuba et al. 1999; Webb et al. 1999, 2011; King
et al. 2012, and others). It is also the method proposed to
measure the expansion of the Universe in “real time” and in
a model-independent way (also known as the Sandage test
or the “redshift drift” measurement, Sandage (1962); Loeb
(1998); Liske et al. (2008)) and to map the gravitational po-
tential of the Galaxy (Ravi et al. 2019; Lea˜o et al. 2019).
These science goals are important drivers for all 30-meter
class telescopes planned for the 2020s, i.e. the Extremely
? E-mail: dmilakov@eso.org
Large Telescope (ELT, Tamai et al. 2018), the Thirty Meter
Telescope (TMT, Simard et al. 2016), and the Giant Magel-
lan Telescope (GMT, Fanson et al. 2018). This is why all will
be equipped with a high resolution optical spectrograph.
The success of these projects relies not only on increas-
ing the light gathering capability of telescopes, but also
on the instrument stability, and the precision and accu-
racy with which velocity shifts in astronomical spectra can
be measured. In this context, precision is the repeatability
of subsequent wavelength measurements to each other and
accuracy is the closeness of a measured wavelength to its
true value. The most demanding of the four aforementioned
projects – the redshift drift measurement – requires velocity
shifts be measured with a precision better than 3 part in
100 billion over spectral ranges of several hundred nanome-
ters and a period longer than ten years. This corresponds
to ∆λ/λ = 3 × 10−11, or equivalently, 1 centimeter per sec-
ond (cm s−1). The best way to ensure long term precision
is to ensure that the measured wavelengths are also accu-
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rate. Instruments intended to perform these experiments are
therefore designed to have wavelength calibration precision
around 1 cm s−1 and accuracy of order 1 metre per second
(ms−1) over a period of a decade (e.g. Liske 2014; Marconi
et al. 2016). The success of these projects thus critically
relies on the precision and accuracy of the wavelength cali-
bration reaching these levels.
The currently most commonly used method of wave-
length calibration in high resolution spectrographs uses hol-
low cathode lamp, most commonly Thorium (Th) and Ura-
nium (U) lamps. The hollow cathode lamp calibration suffers
from several major drawbacks limiting its precision to a few
tens of cm s−1 over a period of one year and average accu-
racy of approximately 1m s−1 in the same period (Lovis et al.
2006), thus falling short of the previously stated goals. It is
now generally accepted that laser frequency comb system
(LFC, Udem et al. 2002; Ha¨nsch 2006) can achieve substan-
tially better results to push the precision and accuracy of
wavelength calibration to the 1 cm s−1 level and ensure the
feasibility of the scientific projects mentioned above. For a
recent review about laser frequency comb spectroscopy, see
Picque´ & Ha¨nsch (2019).
Laser frequency combs offer significant advantages over
arc lamps: (i) they produce thousands of unblended emis-
sion lines of uniform intensity and equidistant in frequency;
and (ii) the frequencies of LFC lines are a priori known with
accuracy of the atomic clock to which the system is coupled
(typically ∆ f / f ≈ 10−11 or 3mm s−1). Murphy et al. (2007)
discusses the advantages of LFCs in more detail. LFCs do
not suffer from lamp aging in the same way as hollow cath-
ode lamps, but their components (e.g. the photonic crystal
fibre, PCF) degrade.
The European Southern Observatory (ESO) formed a
consortium to develop and install an astronomical LFC (also
known as an “astrocomb”) on the HARPS instrument in
2008. The development saw several test campaigns after
which the astrocomb was permanently installed on HARPS
in May 2015. This astrocomb has already demonstrated
short-term precision at the photon noise level, ∆λ/λ =
6×10−9 or 2.5 cm s−1 (Wilken et al. 2012). Similar short-term
precision using astrocombs has also been demonstrated on
several other high-resolution spectrographs (e.g. Ycas et al.
2012; Phillips et al. 2012; Doerr et al. 2012; Glenday et al.
2015; Brucalassi et al. 2016; McCracken et al. 2017). All
these previous studies referenced the astrocomb to itself, so
any possible systematic effects arising in the astrocomb sys-
tem itself may go undetected.
Definitive proof of astrocomb performance can only
come from its comparison to another calibration source of
the same (or higher) precision. This is why, in a campaign
that took place in April 2015, two independent astrocomb
systems were installed on HARPS: one constructed for the
HARPS instrument itself and the other constructed for the
FOCES instrument (Pfeiffer et al. 1992). The experiment
had two goals. The first one was to understand whether the
precision of a single astrocomb is confirmed by an indepen-
dent system, and the second one was to assess zero-point
offsets in the wavelength calibration introduced by switch-
ing between the two astrocombs.
Probst et al. (2020) analyses the same dataset, but with
a focus on describing the experimental setup, astrocomb
hardware and its optimisation during the campaign before
the astrocomb’s deployment in May 2015. This paper, on
the other hand, focuses on data analysis techniques and ad-
vanced algorithms that will provide wavelength calibration
precision required by the ELT projects discussed above.
The paper is divided as follows: in section 2 we briefly
describe the experimental setup – the spectrograph and the
two astrocombs. section 3 describes the dataset and gen-
eral properties of the spectra. section 4 gives details on our
automatic algorithm to detect astrocomb lines and obtain-
ing their centres and wavelengths. Wavelength calibration is
discussed in section 5, where we describe how we deal with
instrumental effects that impact significantly on wavelength
calibration precision and accuracy, e.g. defects associated
with the CCD manufacturing process. In the same section,
we describe our findings on the optimal wavelength calibra-
tion model for HARPS spectra. We present our findings on
precision and consistency in section 6, where we also consider
and model the contribution of flux dependent velocity shifts.
Finally, our results are presented in section 7 and discussed
in section 8.
2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1 The HARPS instrument
The High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet Searcher
(HARPS, Mayor et al. 2003) was built for extreme sta-
bility and precision and is one of the most stable astro-
nomical spectrographs in existence. HARPS is a fibre fed,
high-resolution (R = λ/∆λ = 115000), R4 grism cross-
dispersed echelle spectrograph installed on the 3.6m tele-
scope at ESO’s La Silla Observatory and the first instru-
ment to be equipped with an astrocomb for regular opera-
tions (Probst et al. 2016). The light of the two input fibres
is dispersed into 72 echelle orders on the detector, simulta-
neously covering the wavelength range between 378 and 691
nm. The spectrograph is enclosed in a thermal and pres-
sure controlled vacuum vessel, with long-term temperature
variations at the 0.01K level and operating pressure below
1 × 10−3mbar.
Several thermal and mechanical effects can slightly shift
the positions of the spectrum on the detector with time, an
unavoidable effect that is eliminated through simultaneous
referencing: drifts in the science fibre are tracked by simul-
taneously observing a spectrum rich in velocity information
content (e.g. ThAr, an astrocomb, or a Fabry-Pe´rot etalon)
in the secondary fibre (Baranne et al. 1996). Each fibre has a
static double scrambler. A servo controller (“secondary guid-
ing”) ensures that the object image is always centered in the
object fibre. In order to ensure light entrance stability and
proper mode mixing in the fibres, a dynamical fibre scram-
bler that shakes the fibres was added to the setup, adding a
temporal scrambling of light (Probst et al. 2020).
2.1.1 The detector
The HARPS detector is a mosaic of two EEV2k4 CCDs (red
and blue). Each CCD is constructed by stitching together
1024×512pix2 segments: eight in the dispersion (x) direction
and two in the cross-dispersion (y) direction. CCD pixels
have a nominal size of 15× 15µm2 but errors in the segment
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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stitching process results in deviations from the nominal pixel
size at segment boundaries, i.e. every 512 pixels in the x
direction and every 1024 in the y direction.
The HARPS detector was the first one shown to suf-
fer from the effect of imperfect CCD stitching (Wilken et al.
2010). Dumusque et al. (2015) showed that lines which cross
segment boundaries produce spurious velocity shifts as high
as a few ms−1 with a period of one year in HARPS observa-
tions. Proper mitigation of this effect is therefore important
for exoplanet detection and also for fundamental constant
and redshift drift measurements. The way this has been
done previously is to shift the measured positions of calibra-
tion lines (in pixel space) by the measured size of pixel size
anomalies during wavelength calibration. Pixel size anoma-
lies were measured by Bauer et al. (2015) using Fabry-Pe´rot
etalon exposures and by Coffinet et al. (2019) using flat-field
exposures. We perform a similar measurement using astro-
combs exposures in section 5.1. Therefore, in section 5.2, we
examine the effectiveness of different calibration methods in
removing the effect of pixel size anomalies.
2.2 The astrocombs
Astrocombs are laser frequency comb systems built specif-
ically to wavelength calibrate astronomical spectrographs
(Steinmetz et al. 2008). They produce thousands of emission
lines (or modes) of uniform intensity with precisely known
frequencies. The nominal frequency of each mode is given by
the “LFC equation”:
fn = fo + n × fr, (1)
where fo and fr are the “offset” and the “repetition” fre-
quencies, and n is the mode number (a large positive inte-
ger). Both fo and fr are radio-frequencies referenced to an
atomic clock and known with precision of ∆ f / f = 5.6×10−12
over the timescale of several hours (Probst et al. 2020). The
frequency, and the wavelength, of each line can therefore be
determined with the same precision.
The HARPS astrocomb development saw several test
campaigns between January 2009 and April 2015. One
of the goals of the April 2015 campaign was to charac-
terise the performance of the HARPS astrocomb against
a completely independent second one. The second astro-
comb, built for the FOCES instrument (Pfeiffer et al. 1992),
was loaned from the Wendelstein Observatory (operated by
Ludwig-Maximillians-Universita¨t, LMU) for this purpose.
The HARPS astrocomb has an 18GHz line separation. Since
the HARPS spectral resolution is around 5GHz in the middle
of its spectral range, astrocomb lines are kept well apart with
virtually no residual overlap. We will refer to this 18GHz
astrocomb as “LFC1” in further text. To accommodate the
lower resolution of the FOCES instrument (R = 70000), the
FOCES astrocomb was designed with a wider line separa-
tion of 25GHz. We will refer to this astrocomb as “LFC2”
in further text. Wavelength coverage of the two astrocombs
differs slightly due to different requirements for the HARPS
and FOCES instruments. Relevant information about the
two astrocombs are tabulated in Table 1. See Probst et al.
(2020) for a more comprehensive description of the astro-
comb design and the setup during the April 2015 campaign.
Fibre A
Fibre B
LFC2
LFC2
LFC2
LFC1
Exposure
1 94 194
Figure 1. We analyze a time series of 194 astrocomb exposures.
Fibre A carrying LFC2 light was used for simultaneous referenc-
ing throughout the series. Fibre B carried LFC2 light during the
first 94 exposures, after which it was switched to carry LFC1
light. We measure velocity shifts of all exposures, compensating
for unavoidable spectrograph drifts, in order to establish the pre-
cision of each astrocomb and the consistency of their wavelength
calibrations.
LFC1 LFC2
fo 5.7GHz 9.27GHz
Native fr 250MHz 250MHz
Mode filtering 72 100
fr 18GHz 25GHz
λmin 438.8 nm 455.4 nm
λmax 691.5 nm 691.5 nm
Table 1. Basic parameters of astrocombs LFC1 and LFC2. The
two share the basic design but have been optimised for different
instruments. See Probst et al. (2020) for a more comprehensive
description.
3 DATA
3.1 The dataset
We use a time series of spectra of the two astrocombs de-
scribed above for our analysis. The series consists of a total
of 194 exposures. Each exposure was 30 seconds long with a
read-out time of 22 seconds. The entire duration of the se-
ries is approximately six hours, with a two hour gap between
the end of exposure 94 and the beginning of exposure 95. In
the first 94 exposures, fibre B (the object fibre) was illumi-
nated with LFC2, after which the astrocomb was changed
and 100 exposures of LFC1 were taken in the same fibre.
We therefore divide the dataset into two samples, depend-
ing on which astrocomb illuminated fibre B. We will refer
to the “LFC2 sample” for exposures 1–94 and to the “LFC1
sample” for exposures 95–194. Meanwhile, LFC2 was used
as a simultaneous reference in fibre A (simultaneous fibre),
keeping track of spectrograph drifts throughout the whole
series, for a total of 194 exposures in fibre A. Figure 1 gives
a schematic of the series of exposures we use in our analysis.
We choose to work on ‘e2ds’ files – unmerged 1D spec-
tra extracted from raw images by the HARPS pipeline (ver-
sion v3.8) using optimal extraction after Horne (1986). Each
e2ds file consists of 72 (71) echelle orders covering 4096 pix-
els of an exposure in fibre A (B). The detector covers echelle
orders 89 to 161, with the exception of order 115 for fibre
A and orders 115 and 116 for fibre B, which fall in between
the two detector CCDs. A fraction of the LFC1 spectrum
showing individual lines around 561 nm in echelle order 109
is plotted in Figure 2.
We limit our analysis to echelle orders 89–130, where
the fluxes of the two astrocombs are sufficiently high and
comparable – as evidenced by the total number of counts
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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Figure 2. Zoom-in of the region between 560.8 and 561.1 nm of
the 1D extracted spectrum of LFC1 in echelle order 109 (solid
black line). Signal amplification gives rise to the background
(dashed red line), which contributes approximately 13% of the
total flux in a single exposure, as calculated from its ratio to
the envelope (dot-dashed green line). The background is removed
before line fitting.
detected in each echelle order (see Figure 3). This covers
wavelengths between 468.1 nm and 691.5 nm, or 70% of the
total HARPS wavelength range.
A quantity that is directly relevant for exoplanet detec-
tion studies, but not for varying constant or redshift drift
measurements, is the uncertainty on the mean velocity shift
that can be determined in a spectrum. This measure of
uncertainty is determined by the photon noise and other
detailed spectral attributes – see Bouchy et al. (2001) and
Murphy et al. (2007) for details. We will refer to this quan-
tity as “photon-limited velocity precision”. We calculate the
photon-limited velocity precision of individual exposures in
our dataset across orders 89 – 130. We find that the aver-
age photon-limited velocity precision of a single exposure in
the LFC1 sample is 2.3 cm s−1 (3.0 cm s−1) in fibre A (B);
and in the LFC2 sample is 2.3 cm s−1 (2.5 cm s−1) in fibre A
(B). The reduced photon-limited velocity precision in fibre
B is attributable to lower flux compared to fibre A for both
samples.
3.2 Spectral background
The spectra obtained using both astrocombs exhibit a strong
background component (the red line in Figure 2 illustrates
the background light in the LFC1 spectrum). This back-
ground originates mostly from amplified spontaneous emis-
sion (ASE) in the high-power Yb-fibre amplifier (Probst
et al. 2013; Probst et al. 2020) and, to a lesser extent,
from scattered light (measured to be < 1% at 590 nm in the
HARPS spectrograph Rodler & Lo Curto 2019). The ASE
from the high-power amplifier is further amplified by non-
linear processes in the photonic crystal fibre, located just
after it in the optical path. We refer the reader to Probst
et al. (2020) for more technical details on the origin of the
background.
The background is highly modulated, approximately
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Figure 3. The light intensity of the two astrocombs in fibre B
drops sharply above order 136 for LFC1 (black circles) and above
order 130 for LFC2 (red squares). The two astrocombs cover more
than 70% of the total HARPS wavelength range. We limit our
analysis to orders 89–130, where the two astrocombs have suffi-
cient and comparable flux. Orders 115 and 116 fall in between the
two detector CCDs and therefore have no measured flux.
tracing the variations in intensity of astrocomb lines. We
characterize the contribution of the background to the total
detected flux in terms of the background-to-envelope ratio
(B2E). The background here refers to a function connecting
the local minima in the spectrum. This is a piece-wise linear
function of pixel number, x:
B(x)
x2
x1
= F(x1) + F(x2) − F(x1)x2 − x1
× (x2 − x) (2)
where F is flux (in units counts) and x1 and x2 are locations
of adjecent minima in the spectrum. The envelope is the
analogous quantity except maxima instead of minima are
fitted. Both are illustrated in Figure 2.
Our analysis shows that B2E increases linearly with de-
creasing wavelength, with values between 2% and 16% in
a typical exposure in both astrocombs. The background is
therefore non-negligible. To minimise any impact on esti-
mating astrocomb line centres, we subtract the background
from the total flux, propagating the errors to correctly mod-
ify the spectral variance array:
σ2(x) = F(x) + B(x), (3)
where we have assumed that the flux and the background are
Poissonian and the detector noise (i.e. dark-current, read-
out-noise) is negligible.
4 ASTROCOMB LINES
4.1 Line detection
Our line detection algorithm automatically detects all astro-
comb lines in the exposure. The algorithm relies on locating
minima between individual lines as their natural limits. We
found this practice to be preferred over using maxima, as
the latter caused issues with falsely detected and skipped
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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lines when using an automated detection routine. Line de-
tection is done in three steps. In the first step, we smooth
the recorded spectrum of an echelle order with a Wiener fil-
ter with a 3 (5) pixel wide window for LFC1 (LFC2). The
smoothed spectrum makes identifying minima easier in the
following step. In the second step, we identify local min-
ima as points where the first derivative (with respect to the
pixel number) switches sign, and the second derivative is
larger than zero. This step sometimes falsely detects minima
in the data, especially when the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
is low. We therefore reject falsely detected minima in the
third and final step, using the following two assumptions: (i)
the distance between minima must not significantly deviate
from typical distance between astrocomb lines; and (ii) the
distance between minima within the echelle order increases
approximately linearly with increasing wavelength.
We use the first assumption to remove minima closer
together than 90% of the typical distance between lines in
the same echelle order, where the latter is equal to period of
the strongest peak in the periodogram of the order. Depend-
ing on the astrocomb and the echelle order, this number is
between 11 and 20 pixels, with LFC2 always having larger
values due to larger mode separation. The second assump-
tion follows directly from Equation (1): the separation of
consecutive lines in wavelength space approximately follows
∼ λn/n, where λn is the wavelength of the nth astrocomb
mode. This means that the distance between lines increases
approximately linearly in pixel space within a single echelle
order. We therefore remove > 3σ outliers to the linear func-
tion best describing ∆x(x), where ∆x is the distance between
adjacent lines.
Our automatic line detection algorithm detects ≈ 13300
and ≈ 9800 in each LFC1 and LFC2 exposure (where the
background was subtracted), respectively. Across the entire
dataset, we detect NA = 1898254 lines in fibre A and NB =
2222168 lines in fibre B, with a total N = 4120422 lines. The
average signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of lines is approximately
165, with ≈ 10% differences between LFC1 versus LFC2 and
fibre A versus fibre B.
4.2 Profile fitting
In this analysis we assume that each astrocomb line can be
well-represented by a single Gaussian profile. Visual exam-
ination of the data suggests that the approximation is gen-
erally reasonable although asymmetries are seen depending
on position on the CCD. We will explore different ways of
modelling astrocomb profiles in a forthcoming paper.
We use a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm1 to derive
best-fit Gaussian parameters for each line. Since the data
are high signal-to-noise, and since slight non-linearities in
the model function exist across individual spectral pixels, the
model-fitting procedure avoids simply computing the Gaus-
sian value at the centre of each pixel but instead performs
an integration of the flux falling within each pixel. The ex-
pected number of counts in each pixel (with xL and xR its
left and right boundaries) is given by:
Φ(xL, xR) = Aσ
√
pi
2
[
erf
(
xR − µ√
2σ
)
− erf
(
xL − µ√
2σ
)]
. (4)
1 leastsq routine from scipy.optimize
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Figure 4. We fit Gaussian profiles to astrocomb lines after spec-
tral background removal. The Gaussian function is integrated un-
der each pixel during fitting. A smooth Gaussian curve is there-
fore not plotted. Top: The data (black circles) and the Gaussian
model (red triangles). The best line centre estimate is given by
the vertical red dashed line. Errors on the data are enlarged by
a factor of 10 for visibility. Bottom: Normalised residuals show
the Gaussian model is ultimately not the correct line profile. The
shaded gray area shows the 5σ range.
Here erf is the error function, and A, µ, and σ are the am-
plitude, the mean and the standard deviation of the Gaus-
sian, respectively. The algorithm provides a line-centre un-
certainty estimate for each line. The mean line-centre uncer-
tainty across all ≈ 4M detected lines is 3 milli-pixel (mpix).
An example fit for a single LFC1 line is shown in Figure 4.
Ultimately, the Gaussian approximation above is incor-
rect. This can be seen by eye from the asymmetric shape of
astrocomb lines and is evident from the high values of re-
duced χ2 values (χ2ν = χ
2/ν, with ν the number of degrees
of freedom) we get for the Gaussian line fits. The χ2ν dis-
tribution derived from Gaussian fitting, shown in Figure 5,
peaks at χ2ν = 7.9 and has a mean 57.6 across the detector,
indicating an overall poor fit to the data. Large χ2ν values for
Gaussian fits are concentrated in two regions: in the red half
(x > 2048) of echelle orders 89–98 and the middle part of or-
ders 125–130 (x ≈ 2048). The χ2ν values do not correlate with
any of the fit parameters or their errors. The same pattern is
seen independently for both astrocombs and in both fibres.
This suggests that the χ2ν pattern must be due to variation
in the line-spread function profile across the detector.
Whilst a Gaussian is clearly not the correct line shape,
we show later that the Gaussian approximation neverthe-
less performs well in term of repeatability such that radial
velocity studies are relatively unaffected by the correlated
patterns seen in Figure 5. We note however that this issue
will be important for other types of studies such as varying
constants and redshift drift. We will later derive a model
of the line-spread function – assuming it will also give us a
more accurate estimation of the line centre (Milakovic´ et al.
prep).
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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Figure 5. Main panel: The distribution of χ2ν values for the Gaussian profile fits shows that a Gaussian profile does not provide a
satisfactory fit to the data. There exists a concentration of high χ2ν values in two places on the detector, showing that the astrocomb
line profile changes systematically across the detector. Top panel: The histogram of values in the main panel, total number of lines
N = 1898254. The distribution peaks at χ2ν = 7.9.
4.3 Mode identification
Astrocomb wavelength calibration requires another wave-
length calibration source to establish the absolute scale by
identifying a single line in each echelle order, after which the
frequencies of all lines are known by counting. This is not
a critical aspect as long as the error in the absolute cali-
bration source is much smaller than half of the separation
between astrocomb lines. The local accuracy of ThAr wave-
length calibration, the HARPS standard, is between 10 and
80m s−1 or ∆ f = 0.02 to 0.15GHz at 550 nm, (respectively).
This is well below the line separation of either astrocomb
(Table 1). We therefore use the ThAr wavelength calibra-
tion to identify a single astrocomb mode per echelle order
in the following way. The mode number, n, is the nearest
integer to the number:
n = nint
( fThArn − fo
fr
)
, (5)
where fThArn is frequency of the astrocomb line determined
from the ThAr wavelength calibration, fo and fr are the
astrocomb offset and repetition frequencies, respectively.
These frequencies are recorded by the astrocomb system2.
We always use the same ThAr coefficients to determine the
mode number of the line closest to pixel 2048, where the
ThAr calibration is expected to be the most accurate.
The wavelength and the corresponding uncertainty of
each line are calculated from equations:
λn =
c
fn
, (6)
and
σλ =
c
f 2n
σf , (7)
with c the speed of light and σf is the frequency uncertainty
for each line. Empirically, σf / f = σλ/λ ≈ 10−11. Uncertain-
ties at this level are generally orders of magnitude below
spectral line uncertainties in astronomical targets such as
quasars.
2 The experimental nature of the April 2015 campaign meant fo
of both astrocombs was changed multiple times. We discover an
un-noted shift in LFC1 of 100MHz whilst analysing the daset.
More details can be found in Appendix A.
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5 WAVELENGTH CALIBRATION
Spectrograph wavelength calibration relates the measured
positions of a set of calibration lines on the detector with
their known laboratory wavelengths in a way that assigns
a wavelength to each position on the detector. The most
common approach in optical echelle spectroscopy is to fit
a polynomial to a set of calibration lines in each extracted
echelle order. The large number of astrocomb lines and the
exquisite accuracy with which their wavelengths are known
allow us to look for a more realistic model, e.g. by increasing
the polynomial order (see e.g. Wilken et al. 2010). In this
Section we examine a range of polynomial orders in an at-
tempt to identify an optimal number of degrees of freedom.
Furthermore, it is generally assumed that all pixels have
the same physical size, so that the physical distance between
calibration lines on the detector can be expressed in pixel
distance. This assumption has been proven invalid by the
discovery of the HARPS detector pixel size anomalies (see
section 2.1.1). Distortions of the HARPS wavelength scale
caused by the pixel size anomalies can be removed using one
of the following two approaches: (i) global polynomial: pro-
ducing a wavelength calibration spanning the entire echelle
order in which the anomalies have been accounted for (see
section 5.1), and (ii) segmented polynomials: producing a
separate wavelength calibration for each 512-pixel CCD seg-
ment that an echelle order crosses. Coffinet et al. (2019) take
the former approach, whereas Wilken et al. (2010) and Mo-
laro et al. (2013) take the latter. In this analysis we use the
Akaike information criterion (AIC, Akaike 1974), corrected
for the finite sample size (AICc, Sugiura 1978), in order to
asses which of these two approaches provides the best results
(section 5.2).
In what follows, we make extensive use of Weighted Or-
thogonal Distance Regression3, an algorithm which allows
us to account for both the positional and wavelength uncer-
tainty of astrocomb lines in polynomial fitting.
5.1 Measuring HARPS detector pixel size
anomalies
We derive our pixel size anomaly measurements from dis-
tortions of the HARPS wavelength scale revealed by the as-
trocomb lines. Astrocomb wavelength coverage limits us to
only three out of four y-blocks: two blocks of the red CCD
(blocks 1 and 2 in further text) and a single block of the
blue CCD (block 3 in further text).
Pixel size anomalies are measured for each block indi-
vidually using the wavelength calibration residuals in the
following way:
(i) For a given detector y-block, we consider only those
echelle orders which fall onto the block. It seems likely that
distortions in the x direction are common to all orders that
fall within the same 1024-pixel high CCD block in the y di-
rection. If this is not the case, the effect would be to increase
the scatter in the y-direction within each 512 × 1024 block
(the shaded region) in Figure 6;
3 Python package scipy.odr, based on ODRPACK (Boggs et al.
1992)
(ii) We fit a global eighth order polynomial to pixel-
wavelength pairs of astrocomb lines separately in each
echelle order and each exposure. We calculate the residuals
to the true line wavelengths (i.e. Equation (1)) and express
them in ms−1;
(iii) We bin the residuals in 64 bins along the x axis (i.e.
giving 8 points per 512 pixel-wide segment), excluding lines
closer to segment borders than 10 pixels and those with
residuals larger than 200m s−1;
(iv) We fit a third order polynomial to the binned resid-
uals. A typical error on each binned residual is of order
5 cm s−1 due to the large number of points in each bin
(≈ 10 − 20k).
(v) The discontinuity g is given by the difference between
the polynomials in two adjacent segments at their boundary
(in units ms−1):
g(k) = P1(x)

x=k
− P2(x)

x=k
. (8)
Here, P1 and P2 are the polynomials in two adjacent seg-
ments and k is the position of the discontinuity (in pixels,
multiple of 512);
(vi) We convert the discontinuity into the pixel size
anomaly by dividing it by the size of the HARPS pixel in ve-
locity units in the middle of the HARPS wavelength range:
1pix = 829m s−1.
This is illustrated in Figure 6 using data from fibre A.
Measurements from fibre B (not illustrated) were found to
be consistent with those from fibre A; there are a total of 21
pixel size anomaly measurements from each fibre. Differences
between corresponding pixel size anomaly pairs were mea-
sured for all 21 pairs. The unweighted mean of those num-
bers is µ = −0.4±0.4mpix, corresponding to −0.3±0.3m s−1.
Although the two fibres produced completely consistent
results, the results from fibre A seemed better than from fi-
bre B, in that the scatter in the fibre B residuals (Figure 6)
were more pronounced. We did not attempt to explore the
reason for this and simply used fibre A to make the correc-
tions. These are tabulated in Table 2 and used to adjust the
positions of individual astrocomb lines. The corrected posi-
tion of one line within one echelle order, in pixels, is given
by:
xc = x +
k<x∑
k
gk, (9)
where xc and x are the corrected and the fitted line positions
of the same line and gk is the size of a pixel size anomaly
located at the kth pixel.
Our measurements are in very good agreement with
previous, independent, results. The average agreement with
the results of Bauer et al. (2015) is µ = 3.1 ± 1.7 mpix
(2.6 ± 1.6m s−1). Similarly, agreement with the results of
Coffinet et al. (2019) is µ = 2.6 ± 0.5 mpix (2.1 ± 0.4m s−1).
This corresponds an agreement between the two measure-
ments at the 40 nm level on the detector. Unlike the flat-
field method of Coffinet et al. (2019), we are not sensitive to
the sizes of individual pixels at segment borders but only to
the sum of their sizes. Our astrocomb method is, however,
complementary to theirs and serves as a consistency check.
Furthermore, it demonstrates the usefulness of astrocombs
for detector characterization necessary to obtain robust sci-
entific results.
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Figure 6. We use ≈ 2M astrocomb lines detected in fibre A to
measure pixel size anomalies imparted during the CCD manufac-
turing process. The residuals to the global 8th order polynomial
wavelength solution (gray points) reveal ≈ 20m s−1 discontinuities
the edges of each 512 pixel-wide segment. We bin the residuals
into 64 bins and calculate the mean in each (red squares). We fit
the means in each segment with a 3rd order polynomial and use
them to determine the size of the discontinuity. This is measured
as the difference between the models (black lines) evaluated at
segment borders (dotted vertical lines). The top two panels cor-
respond to blocks 1 and 2 (comprising the red CCD) and the
bottom panel corresponds to block 3 (comprising the blue CCD).
Block 4 is not illuminated. The average error on each point is
≈ 5 cm s−1 and therefore not visible.
Table 2. The HARPS detector pixel size anomalies are calcu-
lated from astrocomb line wavelength residuals obtained using an
eighth order global polynomial (see section 5.1 for details). Units
are mili-pixels (1 pixel = 15µm).
CCD Red Blue
Orders 89–99 100–114 116–134 135–161
Block 1 2 3 4
Nlines 423k 698k 754k 0
Pixel Pixel size anomaly [mpix]
512 34.97 53.62 32.27 –
1024 7.67 -23.79 13.79 –
1536 39.12 30.88 19.72 –
2048 0.14 30.56 13.06 –
2560 11.77 9.82 18.40 –
3072 48.28 41.86 61.89 –
3584 21.78 3.18 7.07 –
5.2 Choosing a wavelength calibration model
We return to our aim of determining the model the optimal
residuals number of degrees of freedom. We do this using the
AIC corrected for small sample sizes (AICc, Sugiura 1978)
and choose the model providing the smallest residuals using
the smallest number of free parameters possible. The AICc
is calculated as:
AICc = χ2 + 2 p +
2p (p + 1)
n − p − 1 , (10)
where p is the number of free parameters and n is the number
of data points used in the fit. Theoretically, the model with
the lowest AICc value is preferred.
We consider a total of 29 wavelength calibration mod-
els, grouped into two groups mentioned beforehand: the
segmented and the global polynomial models. The seg-
mented polynomial models range between 2nd and 12th order,
whereas the global polynomials range between 3nd and 20th
order. The former have p = 8 × (m + 1) free parameters and
the latter have p = m+1 free parameters, with m the highest
order polynomial in the model.
For segmented polynomial models, we divide the echelle
order into eight 512-pixel wide segments and fit a polynomial
in each segment individually. We do not impose conditions
on the continuity or smoothness of the polynomials at seg-
ment boundaries and leave the parameters in each segment
independent, resulting in a discontinuous wavelength cali-
bration model. In the case of global polynomial models, we
first adjust the positions of individual lines to account for
the CCD stitching pattern using Equation (9), after which
we fit a single polynomial to all astrocomb lines in the echelle
order.
We calculate AICc values for all 29 models, for each of
the 43 echelle orders, for each of the 194 exposures, and for
each fibre. There are therefore 66736 AICc values for each
segmented polynomial model (i.e. for each parabolic, cubic,
quadratic, quintic, etc.), and 8342 values for each global
polynomial model, for each fibre. Considering the large num-
ber of individual fits, we look at AICc in a statistical sense
when comparing models: the best model is the one with the
lowest mean AICc, where that mean is averaged over all
echelle orders and all exposures. The mean AICc for all 29
models is plotted in Figure 7, separately for the segmented
(top panel) and global polynomials (bottom panel).
The segmented polynomial model with the lowest mean
AICc is a seventh order polynomial (p = 56), whereas the
best global polynomial model is an 18th order polynomial
(p = 19). All global polynomials have AICc values 80-100
times higher than segmented polynomials, indicating that
segmented polynomials are preferred in all cases. The AICc
retains no spatial information. We therefore look at the his-
togram of the residuals and explore any possible correla-
tions in the residuals with pixel number for the two wave-
length calibration models preferred by AICc: the 7th order
segmented polynomial and the 18th order global polynomial.
The histograms of the residuals for the two models are
shown in Figure 8. Residuals to the segmented 7th order poly-
nomial model are more centrally concentrated than those of
the global 18th order polynomial model. The central 68%
(95%) of residuals for the segmented 7th order polynomial
model are smaller than 3.4m s−1 (7.5m s−1). The central 68%
(95%) of residuals for the global 18th order polynomial model
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Figure 7. To find the optimal wavelength calibration model, we
compute the mean AICc for all 29 models (black circles) divided
into two groups: segmented (top panel) and global (bottom panel)
polynomials. The preferred model (red square) has the lowest
mean AICc value. These are the 7th order segmented and the 18th
order global polynomial models. The top x-axis indicates the total
number of free parameters for each model.
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Figure 8. The histogram of residuals for the segmented 7th order
polynomial in fibre A (solid black) is more centrally concentrated
than that of the global 18th order polynomial (dashed red). Hori-
zontal bars show the central 68% of the distribution (3.4m s−1 and
4.3m s−1 for the black and red, respectively). The total number of
astrocomb lines is N = 4120422.
are smaller than 4.3m s−1 (9.1m s−1). Therefore, the low-
est AICc segmented polynomial model provides, on average,
smaller residuals compared to the lowest AICc global poly-
nomial model.
We discover that the residuals obtained from the global
polynomial model exhibit a structure that correlates with
pixel number. In order to more clearly illustrate the effect,
we bin the residuals into 64 bins along the pixel axis (8 bins
per 512-pixel wide segment) and calculate the mean and its
uncertainty in each bin. The correlation pattern is similar in
all 3 blocks in the y-direction on the CCD for fibre A (red
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Figure 9. Mean values of the wavelength calibration residuals in
64 bins along the dispersion direction in fibre A. Points closer than
32 pixels to the segment boundaries (vertical dashed lines) have
been excluded. The global polynomial fit (red line and circles)
produces highly correlated residuals. The structure is present and
similar across all three HARPS detector blocks. The segmented
order polynomial (black line and squares) shows no such struc-
ture. The vertical bars in the top left of each panel illustrate 10
times the average error on each point.
circles in Figure 9). The same patterns are seen in the fibre
B data (not shown). The pattern has amplitudes as high as
4m s−1 with a root-mean square (rms) of ≈ 1m s−1. To test
the sensitivity of the pattern to the lines falling close to seg-
ment edges, we remove lines falling within 32 and 64 pixels
around the segment boundaries and recalculate the means.
We find that the pattern persists and neither its amplitude
or rms changes significantly. The same result is obtained us-
ing bins of different sizes. No such correlation is seen for the
segmented polynomial (black squares in Figure 9).
The pronounced residuals seen in the red circles in Fig-
ure 9 are not associated with the pixel anomaly discontinu-
ities illustrated in Figure 6, since these have been removed
prior to polynomial fitting. However, looking at the charac-
teristics of the continuous black line (and red squares), ap-
plying 7 offsets to move the curves together will not yield an
overall trend entirely free of discontinuities. Thus we may not
expect one global polynomial to provide a complete descrip-
tion of the data, even after correcting for the pixel anoma-
lies. Examining figure 5 of Coffinet et al. (2019) indicates the
same general phenomenon is found when using flat-fielding
methods to quantify and remove the pixel anomalies.
Whether these small remaining discontinuities are suf-
ficient to generate the residual correlations we have found is
unclear. What is clear however, is that global polynomials
(i.e. a single polynomial per echelle order) should not be used
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Figure 10. Velocity shift measurements for all exposures in fibres A (top panel) and B (middle panel) using the pixel shift method
(black line and circles) and the line shift method (red line and squares). The velocities derived by both methods trace each other very
well and are virtually indistinguishable by eye. Subtracting the spectrograph drift (B-A, bottom panel) reveals remarkable precision of
each astrocomb (rms 6 4 cm s−1) but also a discrepancy in the absolute scales of the two astrocombs of 61 ± 0.6 cm s−1 level. The average
photon-limited velocity precision is 2.3 cm s−1 (2.2 cm s−1) for fibre A, 2.8 cm s−1 (2.7 cm s−1) for fibre B, and 3.6 cm s−1 (3.5 cm s−1) for B-A,
using using the pixel (line) shift method.
to calibrate astronomical spectra used for spectroscopic ve-
locity shift measurements. We therefore use the segmented
7th order polynomial for wavelength calibration in the rest
of our analysis.
6 PRECISION AND CONSISTENCY
Two types of velocity shifts are present in astrocomb time-
series measurements. The first impacts on each fibre identi-
cally (e.g. velocity drifts caused by pressure and temperature
variations in the spectrograph). Velocity shifts like these,
common to the two fibres, can be removed using the simul-
taneous referencing technique (Baranne et al. 1996). The
second type of velocity shift operates independently on each
fibre. Quantifying the precision and consistency of the two
astrocombs used in this work relies on measuring the second
type of shifts in our dataset. We therefore calculate veloc-
ity shifts of all exposures in the two fibres and take their
differences, effectively removing the first type of shifts.
We measure the mean velocity of each exposure rela-
tive to the zero-point set by the first exposure in the time-
series. The velocity shift is calculated using all wavelength
calibrated pixels, where the shift of the ith pixel in the j th
exposure is given by:
∆v
j
i
c
=
λ
j
i
− λre f
i
λ
re f
i
. (11)
Here, λ
re f
i
is the ith pixel’s wavelength in the reference (first)
exposure. The velocity shift of an exposure is the unweighted
average of velocity shifts of all pixels. The uncertainty on the
velocity shift derived above is the photon-limited velocity
precision of all wavelength calibrated echelle orders, calcu-
lated using the Bouchy et al. (2001) formalism. The velocity
shift of the first exposure is by definition equal to zero. We
refer to this method as the “pixel shift” method.
We cross-check velocity measurements of the pixel
shift method using a second, independent, one. The second
method, which we refer to as the “line shift” method, uses
shifts in the astrocomb line positions on the detector to cal-
culate the average velocity shift of an exposure. This requires
a set of reference wavelength calibration coefficients: we use
those of the first exposure of the series. The coefficients are
used to infer wavelengths of lines in the exposure by eval-
uating the polynomial at the measured line positions. The
velocity shift of the ith astrocomb line in the j th exposure is:
∆v
j
i
c
=
λ
j
i
− λi
λi
, (12)
where λ
j
i
is the inferred, and λi is the true line wavelength
per Equation (1). The velocity shift of the exposure is the
mean velocity shift of all astrocomb lines4, weighted by the
4 A cut-off velocity 200m s−1 was imposed to eliminate a very
small number of spurious measurements (44 lines or 0.0001% of
the sample), probably associated with large line-centre uncertain-
ties for lines with very low flux
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errors on the inferred wavelength. The uncertainty on the
velocity shift of an exposure is the standard error of the
weighted mean. Because of the definition of Equation (12),
the velocity shift of the first exposure is not necessarily ex-
actly equal to zero.
The results for the entire dataset, using both methods,
are plotted in Figure 10. The top two panels, corresponding
to measurements in fibres A and B, show that spectrograph
shifts are not negligible: up to about 1m s−1 in the six hours
of duration of the test, as measured by the shift of each fibre.
However, shifts in the two fibres trace each other remark-
ably well, as can be seen in the bottom panel of Figure 10,
showing their differential shift (B-A). A ≈ 60 cm s−1 veloc-
ity offset in the differential shift occurs after exposure 94,
corresponding to the change from LFC2 to LFC1 in fibre B.
The differential shift, B-A, should contain only those shifts
that are either inherent to the two astrocomb systems or
which influence the two fibres independently – and is there-
fore relevant for quantifying the precision and consistency of
astrocombs.
We estimate the precision of LFC1 and LFC2 as the
rms of the differential shift in the LFC1 and LFC2 sam-
ples, respectively. The precision of LFC1 sample is 4.5 cm s−1
(4.0 cm s−1) and of LFC2 sample is 3.7 cm s−1 (3.5 cm s−1) us-
ing the pixel (line) shift method. This precision is ≈ 10%
above the average photon-limited velocity precision, which
is 3.8 cm s−1 for LFC1 and 3.3 cm s−1 for LFC2 (see section 3).
The consistency between the two astrocombs – i.e. the
jump recorded at exposure 95 in the differential shift –
is 60.4 ± 0.6 cm s−1 for the pixel shift method, and 61.8 ±
0.6 cm s−1 for the line shift method. In order to understand
the shift, one must consider that LFC1 and LFC2 have sig-
nificant differences, namely different mode separations and
offset frequencies. Changing from LFC2 to LFC1 is thus a
major change in the calibration system akin to switching
from a ThAr to a U hollow cathode lamp. Major changes
in the calibration system are almost always associated with
a jump in the instrumental zero-point. This implies that, in
addition to the photon noise, all systematic effects associated
with the wavelength calibration process will determine the
consistency between LFC1 and LFC2. These include changes
in the light injection into the fibres, insufficient temporal
or spatial scrambling of the fibres, differences in the light
path, line-spread function (LSF) variation across the detec-
tor, charge transfer inefficiency (CTI), fringing, data reduc-
tion techniques, and fitting of the data.
Zhao et al. (prep) analysed data in which tests of this
nature were performed in 2012 on the HARPS astrocomb
prototype. Their analysis of a series of 1713 exposures shows
that extreme changes to the calibration system (e.g. ex-
changing the photonic crystal fibre, changing the light in-
jection, disabling the mechanical scrambler, light scram-
bling using the integrating sphere, mechanical realignments,
etc.) produce velocity shifts with a standard deviation of
45 cm s−1. Differences in illumination therefore cannot fully
explain the observed 60 cm s−1 jump between the two as-
trocombs. With the exception of CTI and LSF, none of
the aforementioned effects can be modelled and corrected
retroactively as no suitable data were collected during the
campaign.
The impact of CTI on spectroscopic velocity measure-
ment was first measured by Bouchy et al. (2009) on the
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Figure 11. The wavelength range of the LFC1 prototype (2012,
solid black line) is significantly shorter than that of the final de-
sign (2015, dashed red line). Our model of signal dependent ve-
locity shifts therefore uses the average flux per line in place of
the total exposure flux as in Bouchy et al. (2009). We use echelle
orders 110 to 122 (marked by the dotted vertical lines), where the
flux levels are sufficiently high to be sure not to miss or falsely
detect lines.
SOPHIE spectrograph. The authors of this study used a se-
ries of ThAr lamp exposures finding a clear correlation be-
tween the measured velocity shift of an exposure and its flux.
Whereas shifts are as high as several tens of ms−1 at low flux
(. 600 e−) observations on SOPHIE, they estimate that the
effect is 2-3 times less severe on HARPS because of improved
CCD performances and smaller pixels. Optimal mitigation
of CTI, however, requires the acquisition of proper calibra-
tion spectra and correction of the raw frames before software
post-processing, and is hence beyond the scope of this paper.
In what follows, we use archival astrocomb observations to
produce a simple model to correct flux dependent velocity
shifts in HARPS spectra and apply it to our data. As far as
LSF reconstruction is concerned, we will report on our work
on reconstructing the LSF of HARPS in a separate paper,
with a focus on wavelength calibration accuracy (Milakovic´
et al. prep).
6.1 Contribution of flux dependent shifts
Following the methodology of Bouchy et al. (2009), we look
for correlations between flux in an exposure and its veloc-
ity shift using data collected during the LFC campaign of
February 2012, when the LFC1 prototype was installed on
HARPS. The prototype had minor differences with respect
to the final astrocomb (installed during the April 2015 cam-
paign), the most notable being the shorter wavelength range
coverage. The prototype illuminated only ≈ 33% of the total
wavelength range of HARPS, between 475 nm and 580 nm
(echelle orders 106-128). However, we use only orders 110
to 122, in which the flux is sufficiently high to be sure of
not missing or falsely detecting lines. A comparison with
the wavelength coverage of the final design is shown in Fig-
ure 11.
The spectral flattening unit of the astrocomb was not
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optimised at that time, resulting in strong and fast fluctua-
tions in line amplitudes within a single echelle order (Probst
2015). We also see a much smaller background component
in the 2012 spectra, with an average B2E ratio of less than
1%. As noted before, the background is likely caused by
the amplification of laser light before entering the photonic
crystal fibre, in which the background is further amplified
by non-linear processes. The background levels are lower in
the 2012 data because the power in the amplification stage
was significantly lower in the 2012 setup.
6.1.1 Data and methods
We use fifteen sets of 10 exposures each of the LFC1 pro-
totype, taken on 15th February 2012. The first and the last
sets were taken under nominal conditions, whereas the thir-
teen sets in between had neutral density filters of different
values inserted into the light path (see section 6.3 in Probst
2015). The exposures were taken over a time span of 7 hours.
Exposure time was 40 s with 22 s read-out.
The February 2012 exposures were reduced by version
v3.5 of the standard HARPS pipeline and made public via
the ESO archive. We re-reduce a part of this data using
pipeline version v3.8 (used to reduce the rest of our data)
and find no significant differences between the products of
the two pipeline versions. We therefore use the archived data
(i.e. version v3.5) in this subsection.
We detect, fit, and identify all lines in echelle orders
110 to 122 in all exposures (see section 4) and wavelength
calibrate them (see section 5). We then calculate velocity
shifts using both the pixel shift and line shift methods de-
scribed previously in this section. Given the different wave-
length ranges covered by the prototype and the final de-
sign of LFC1, the total flux of an exposure is not a relevant
quantity with which we can quantify flux dependent veloc-
ity shifts in the 2015 data. We therefore use the average
flux per line taken over echelle orders 110 to 122. Individ-
ual line fluxes vary significantly not only across orders but
also within each individual order in this data. Nonetheless,
a clear trend between the average flux per line and average
velocity shift is present for both fibres (Figure 12).
Flux dependent velocity shifts are different for the two
fibres. This is unexpected and currently not understood.
This indicates that other effects, in addition to CTI, affect
the velocity-shift dependency on flux. The shift to negative
velocities in the last set of calibrations (without filter) are
not due to flux, but spectrograph drifts with time over the
duration of the test (see Figure 12). Assuming a linear drift
with time, we correct each exposure for the temporal com-
ponent of the velocity drift by fitting a straight line to the
mean observing time of the first and the last set of exposures
(both without filter). We subtract this temporal drift prior
to focusing on the flux dependence.
6.1.2 Model
We model the flux dependency of velocity shifts with a sim-
ple exponential model of flux:
v( f ) = a exp (− f /b) [ms−1], (13)
where v represents the velocity shift of an exposure with
an average flux per line f . We correct each exposure for
Table 3. Parameters of the exponential model (Equation 13) for
each fibre and each velocity shift method.
Fibre Method a [ms−1] b [×104]
A
Pixel shift 3.00 ± 0.17 9.69 ± 0.90
Line shift 2.52 ± 0.15 10.17 ± 1.02
B
Pixel shift 1.61 ± 0.09 11.80 ± 1.25
Line shift 1.40 ± 0.10 11.75 ± 1.55
1
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Figure 12. There is a clear trend in velocity shift with the aver-
age flux per astrocomb line. The amplitude of the shift is different
for fibres A and B, as well as for the two methods we use to calcu-
late shifts. Negative velocity shifts at the highest fluxes are due to
spectrograph drifts over the duration of the series. This is because
flux dependent velocity shifts are negligible for those points. This
temporal shift is removed before modelling the flux dependency.
temporal drift and subsequently bin them into fifteen sets of
ten prior to fitting. We use least-squares fitting to determine
the values of parameters a and b from the data, producing
four separate models: one for each combination of fibre and
velocity shift measurement method (Table 3). An example
of the fit for fibre A and the line shift method is shown in
Figure 13.
6.1.3 Application to 2015 data
We apply the flux dependency models (Table 3) derived from
the 2012 data to the measured velocity shifts in our 2015
data. The average flux per line in the 2015 data is calculated
over the same orders as are used to derive the model, plotted
on Figure 14 as a function of exposure number. Figure 15
shows the impact of the flux correction on the measured
velocity shifts. Whereas LFC2 sample velocities are mostly
unchanged due to their high average flux, LFC1 sample ve-
locities shift by ≈ −15 cm s−1, with an uncertainty from the
model of ≈ 2 cm s−1. Applying the correction improves the
precision of LFC1 by . 5% and improves the consistency be-
tween LFC1 and LFC2 to 43.1±0.6 cm s−1 (46.9±0.6 cm s−1)
using the pixel (line) shift method. This is an improvement
in absolute value of ≈ 25% and is perhaps surprising given
the simplicity of the model. This result demonstrates that
the effect of flux on the precision and consistency of astro-
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Table 4. A tabular overview of our astrocomb precision and consistency results. We calculate velocity shifts of astrocomb exposures
for LFC1 and LFC2 samples using two independent methods. We tabulate the average photon-limited velocity precision of the sample
(µPL, Bouchy et al. (2001), see section 6) in column 5. The empirical precision achievable from a single exposure (rms) of the sample
is tabulated in column 6. The difference between the mean velocities of each sample (µ in column 7 and the corresponding error σµ in
column 8) reveal an offset in the velocity zero-point when switching from LFC2 to LFC1 in fibre B after exposure 94. The consistency
between the absolute calibrations of the two astrocombs (column 9) is thus ≈ 61 ± 0.6 cm s−1. Allowing for flux-dependent velocity shifts
in the data improves the consistency by ≈ 25%, bringing it to ≈ 45 ± 0.6 cm s−1.
Method
Flux
Sample Exposures
µPL Precision µ σµ Consistency
corrected [cm s−1] [cm s−1] [cm s−1] [cm s−1] [cm s−1]
Pixel shift No
LFC2 1 - 94 3.4 3.7 −3.2 0.4
+60.4 ± 0.6
LFC1 95-194 3.8 4.5 +57.2 0.5
Line shift No
LFC2 1 - 94 3.3 3.5 −5.2 0.4
+61.8 ± 0.6
LFC1 95-194 3.7 4.0 +56.6 0.4
Pixel shift Yes
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Figure 13. We fit an exponential function to the mean velocity
shift of exposures taken through each neutral density filter used
(black circles, 10 exposures per point) from the 2012 data, after
correcting for a temporal shift component. We subsequently apply
the model derived here to the 2015 data. The plot shows an ex-
ample for a model in fibre A and the line shift method. The dark
and light shaded areas correspond to 1σ and 3σ uncertainties on
the model.
comb calibrations is not negligible. This strongly motivates
the importance of detailed measurements and parameteri-
sation of such dependencies when attempting astronomical
calibrations and observations approaching ≈ 1 cm s−1.
6.2 Achievable precision
In applications such as extrasolar planet radial velocity mea-
surements, it is of interest to explore the limiting calibration
precision achievable in a reasonable observing time. To ex-
amine this, we begin by taking the data illustrated in Fig-
ure 15 but remove the break in mean velocity shift seen at
exposure 94. This is done simply by calculating the means
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Figure 14. The average flux per line in orders 110–122 from our
2015 dataset. Fibre A (black) carried LFC2 light throughout the
series. Fibre B (red) carried LFC2 light for the first 94 exposures,
after which it carried LFC1 light. The average flux per astro-
comb line in fibre B is 90% of the flux in fibre A for the first 94
exposures, after which it drops to 55%.
either side of exposure 94 (see Table 4) and removing both
i.e. normalising to zero means either side of exposure 94.
The data have previously been flux-corrected as described
in section 6.1 to account for the different flux levels of the
two astrocombs. The rms velocity shift is then calculated for
all 194 points. We then bin the number of exposures in in-
creasingly large bins, starting with 2 exposures per bin, and
increasing the number of points per bin. This is illustrated in
Figure 16, which shows that for maximal binning, a radial
velocity calibration precision ≈ 0.5 cm s−1 can in principle
be achieved. Comparing this with the expectation based on
the photon-limited velocity precision (continuous red line in
Figure 16), we see good agreement between the theoretical
prediction and observations.
The 194 exposures used for the procedure above corre-
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Figure 15. The same as Figure 10, but after correcting for flux dependent velocity shifts. This improves the consistency between LFC1
and LFC2 by ≈ 25%, bringing it to ≈ 45 ± 0.6 cm s−1. The original, uncorrected, measurement is shown as a thin dotted line.
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Figure 16. The calibration precision of astrocomb velocity mea-
surements (as measured by the standard deviation) improves as
we bin the measurements in bins of increasing size in a way that
is in agreement with the photon-limited precision (red line). The
precision is additionally improved after correcting for flux depen-
dent effects.
spond to a total integration time of 1.6 hours (taken over
a period of 6 hours - see section 3). We conclude from this
that, given the corrections applied above, a realistic achiev-
able calibration precision is of order 1 cm s−1.
7 RESULTS
Our main results are:
(i) Using global polynomials for wavelength calibration
produces residuals which correlate with pixel number (see
Figure 9) even when high (18th) order polynomials are used.
The pattern is highly modulated, has amplitudes as high as
4m s−1, and is present across the detector.
(ii) We find absolute velocity shifts between the wave-
length solutions measured using two independent astro-
combs of ≈ 61 ± 0.6 cm s−1 when only HARPS instrumen-
tal drifts are removed. This unexpected result can be partly
attributed to differences between the two astrocomb flux lev-
els, since a clear (non-linear) correlation is seen between the
mean flux and a mean shift velocity in spectral line positions
(Figure 13). However, even allowing for this, a significant ab-
solute shift remains: ≈ 45 ± 0.6 cm s−1 or ∆λ/λ = 1.3 × 10−9
(Figure 15).
(iii) The precision of each astrocomb in a single expo-
sure is . 4 cm s−1 (≈ 10% higher than the measured photon-
limited precision). Precision remains unchanged when a dif-
ferent comb is injected in the second fibre demonstrating
it remains unchanged by using two independent systems. A
realistic achievable velocity calibration precision is of order
1 cm s−1 provided systematics are carefully measured and re-
moved (see section 6.2).
8 DISCUSSION
We set out to determine the limiting precision with which
spectroscopic velocity shifts in high resolution spectra can
be measured using current methodology, in the context of
the science goals motivating the construction of future large
optical observatories. In this sense, we have achieved our
goals. Firstly, we demonstrated that astrocombs can achieve
repeatabilities of around 1 cm s−1 using advanced methods
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in conjunction with a second, independent, astrocomb. We
thus go beyond the results of Wilken et al. (2012) where
only one astrocomb was used. Secondly, by comparing mea-
surements from two independent astrocombs, we discovered
unexpected and substantial wavelength zero-point offsets be-
tween astrocombs, the causes of which are not yet completely
understood.
We identify systematics introduced into the astrocomb
measurements by the combined effects of the detector mor-
phology, the CTI during data read-out, and imperfect LSF
modelling (i.e. the Gaussian approximation). We have not
identified any systematic effects associated with the astro-
comb itself. This implies that improvements in the former
three will enable precision improvements that approach the-
oretical limits. A tunable astrocomb, capable of scanning the
full separation between two astrocomb modes would be ideal
to better understand the system. Astrocombs with large
(≈ 10GHz) native mode separations should be able to pro-
vide such a feature, e.g. those based on electro-optic combs
(Obrzud et al. 2019).
It was only possible to quantify the zero-point offset
resulting from the change of the astrocomb because two as-
trocombs were used simultaneously on HARPS. This would
not have been possible if only one astrocomb had been used,
but instead the first astrocomb had simply been replaced by
a second. This point merits careful consideration when de-
signing astronomical measurements requiring long-term sta-
bility. Whilst observing a set of radial velocity standards be-
fore and after the astrocomb change might be sufficient for
exoplanet detection studies, achieving the stability required
for the redshift drift measurement warrants a different ap-
proach.
Lastly, we discovered highly correlated wavelength
residuals resulting from employing global polynomials for
wavelength calibration – the default method in essentially
all previous echelle spectroscopy. The discovery was made
whilst investigating different calibration algorithms (global
versus segmented polynomials, section 5) and could only be
made due to the large number of astrocomb lines available.
The expected effect of the correlated residuals is to in-
troduce spurious velocity shifts in the data. The severity of
this effect depends both on the science goal of observations
and on individual characteristics of the target: the number
of useful lines and where they fall with respect to the corre-
lated structure. For example, the most precise redshift mea-
sured to date for any single heavy element absorption line
at high redshift, using optical spectroscopy, has a redshift
uncertainty of around 4 × 10−6, or around 5m s−1. If global
polynomials are used, correlated calibration residuals may
emulate a varying fine structure constant at a level ∆α/α
of around 10−6 in this single line. This is of the same order
as the statistical error in this system. Radial velocity mea-
surements from stellar spectra will be influenced in a similar
way, where the signal could emulate periodicity. The exact
period of the spurious signal will depend on time sampling
of observations in addition to which lines are used for the
measurement. Therefore, the correlated residuals also have
the potential to emulate spurious exoplanet detections. Fi-
nally, the expected signal in the redshift drift measurement
is of order 1 cm s−1 (see Fig. 2 in Liske et al. 2008). Corre-
lated residuals at the level of 4m s−1 would therefore render
detection of redshift drift impossible. However, the results
presented here are rather encouraging: provided segmented
polynomials are used (assuming existing technology), the
calibration precision of ≈ 1 cm s−1 has now just about been
reached.
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APPENDIX A: MODE IDENTIFICATION
ISSUE WITH LFC1 IN OUR DATASET
During our analysis we noticed a systematic velocity shift of
approximately 45m s−1 between the LFC1 and LFC2 wave-
length calibrations and between LFC1 and attached ThAr
calibrations. A shift of this magnitude cannot be explained
by spectrograph drifts, which made us suspect we have
misidentified an astrocomb line. Coffinet et al. (2019) used
the same dataset in their analysis and noted that the offset
frequency of LFC1 was probably different by 100MHz from
that reported in the observing log. It is likely that the change
in the offset frequency was made by the operator and not
noted in the system. In what follows, we provide a definitive
proof of the shift’s existence and measure its value.
We return to the mode identification algorithm and
perform an exercise to verify that we are indeed assigning
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Figure A1. We manually change the offset frequency of LFC1
in steps of 20MHz and calculate the average velocity shift with
respect to LFC2 (top panel) and ThAr (bottom panel) wavelength
calibrations in several echelle orders (different colours). We find
that LFC1 offset frequency needs to be shifted by 100MHz from
what was reported in the observing log in order to be consistent
with the ThAr and LFC2 calibrations. This is probably due to
logging error.
modes correctly. To this end, we use LFC1, LFC2, and ThAr
spectra taken within a short time period from each other
to ensure spectrograph drifts are small. We select several
echelle orders in the ThAr exposure and wavelength cal-
ibrate them ourselves by fitting a third order polynomial
through several ThAr lines for which wavelengths are tab-
ulated in the Palmer & Engleman (1983) atlas. We then
identify, by eye, LFC1 and LFC2 lines that coincide with
ThAr lines to within 1 pixel on the detector. We now take
those particular astrocomb lines (one LFC1 and one LFC2
per order) and estimate their mode number from the wave-
length of the coinciding ThAr line. Knowing the modes of
the astrocomb lines, we use them to wavelength calibrate
each echelle order as described in section 5, but we change
the frequency of LFC1 lines during fitting in steps of 20MHz
in the range ±440MHz. For each frequency step, we calculate
the average velocity shift between ThAr, LFC1, and LFC2
wavelength calibrations using the pixel shift method (see sec-
tion 6 for details). We find that the LFC1 offset frequency
needs to be shifted by ∆ fo = 100MHz ± n × 250MHz (with n
an integer number) in all echelle orders examined to achieve
agreement between all three calibrations (see Figure A1).
The frequency shifts are degenerate with 250MHz, which is
the repetition frequency of the LFC1 spectrum before mode
filtering (see Probst et al. 2020, for more details).
Assuming the smallest possible shift, we change the
LFC1 offset frequency by ∆ fo = 100MHz during mode iden-
tification step of our analysis, i.e. Equation (1). The LFC1
offset frequency in Table 1 (5.7GHz) already reflects this
change.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
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